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EE 361 Digital Systems and 
Computer Design

Computer Architecture
Computers as an executor of instructions
Coarse view of computer components (CPU, Memory, IO)
Detailed view of implementation of components
* Take the top-down approach

Review Digital Circuit Design and More Practice

Introduction to Hardware Description Languages (HDL)

Goals
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EE 361

Introduction and Machine 
Performance (Intro Notes)
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Road Map

• Basic computer components: hardware 
and software

• Design principles
– Machine performance
– Identifying bottlenecks
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Computer Architecture

Central Processor 
Unit (CPU) Memory Input/Output

(IO)

Communication lines (often referred to as a bus)

Memory: stores data and programs (sets of instructions)
CPU: executes programs.  It has an “instruction set”.  ISA (instruction set architecture)
IO: interface between CPU-Memory and outside world

SOFTWARE:
Systems Software:  Operating System (main software, maintanence + user command)

Compiler
Assembler

Applications Software:  E.g., Spread sheets, word processor software, games

Keyboard
Display
Internet
Etc
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Software-to-Hardware

C program

Assembly Language
Program (text)

Machine Language
Program (bits)

Compiler

Assembler

Executable machine code
by “target machine”

Written in “relatively”
user-friendly C

Good compilers 
can optimize performance

Can’t do much 
optimization

Machine-oriented but
readable

User oriented

Target-machine
oriented
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Designing Principles

Considerations:
Performance (speed):  This will be the main consideration for this class
Cost, size, power, reliability, ....

To be good designers, we need to understand
1. How do we measure performance properly?

a. What is execution time? 
2. How do we improve performance?

a. Identifying bottlenecks to performance

Performance:  Generally speaking, the “response time” or time to execute programs.
This is still not precise.
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Measuring Performance
• Performance = Execution Time

– Also referred to as response time
– Inverse of throughput (# programs executed per unit of time)

• Depends on
– Computer or machine (or processor)
– Program being run

• Benchmarks are standard programs to measure performance
– Examples:  gcc compiler, compression software

Performance of Machine X =               1
Execution time of X executing some program P
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Comparing Computer X with Y

PerformanceX =   1 (“Speed” of X)
Execution TimeX

Suppose “Computer X is  n times faster than Y”

n  =    PerformanceX =   Execution TimeY
PerformanceY Execution TimeX

Example:  Suppose Machine X executes Program P in 3 seconds, and Machine Y
executes the same program in 6 seconds.

Then n = Execution time of Y/ Execution time of X = 6 sec/3 sec = 2
Machine X is 2 times faster than Y.
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Performance for General 
Purpose Machines

• Measure performance on a variety of benchmarks (e.g., Prog 1, Prog 2, …, Prog N)
The benchmarks are a representation of the expected programs to be run

• Combine performances to get a single measure
Some kind of averaging of execution times

• If you know how frequently each type of program will be run then use 

Average Execution Time = (Time1 x  Freq1) + (Time2 x Freq2) + … (TimeN x FreqN)

where Timek = execution time of Program k, and Freqk = frequency of Program k

Note:  Percentage of times Program k is executed = Freqk x 100%

• If you don’t know the frequency of programs then use 

Arithmetic Mean (AM) = (Time1 x Time2 x ….x TimeN)/N
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Example
Computer X Computer Y

Time (sec)   Frequency   Time (sec)  Frequency
Program 1                   1          .1                       10        .6
Program 2             1000          .3                       100 .3
Program 3                 50          .6                        50       .1

PerformanceY =   TimeX
PerformanceX TimeY

0.1
10

1

Average Execution Time  =    Time1*freq1 + Time2*freq2 + ... + Timek*freqk

PerformanceY =      1*0.1 + 1000*0.3 + 50*0.6
PerformanceX 10*0.6  +  100*0.3 + 50*0.1

Arithmetic Mean =  (Time1 + Time2 + ... + Timek)/k

PerformanceY =    1  +  1000  +  50   =    1051
PerformanceX 10 +    100  +  50           160

= 6.57

= 330.1/41 = 8.05
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How do we improve a 
computer design?

• Execution times are great for comparing machines 
but we need more information to improve a design

• Let’s focus on one Machine M executing one 
Program P (machine program).
– The machine program is composed of machine instructions
– Machine instructions can be categorized into types; e.g., 

Types A, B, and C.
– Each type takes a certain time to execute.  Usually this type 

of time is measured in CPU cycles.
– After running P and collecting data, we can make a profile of 

which type of instructions are bottlenecks.
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Identifying Bottlenecks:  
Breaking Down The Execution 

Time
What we can collect after a run of Program P ?

0.11003Type C

1000TOTAL

0.22005Type B

0.77002Type A

frequency# times executed# cyclesInstructions

Cycles per instruction (CPI) This is useful to decide which instruction
type to work on first.

It is also useful when there is a tradeoff
between speeding up one instruction
at a cost of slowing another
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Identifying Bottlenecks:  
Breaking Down The Execution 

Time
CPU Execution Time for a program   =   CPU clock cycles for a program x  Clock cycle time

# instructions executed x  CPI 1
Clock rate

Clock cycles per instruction (CPI)  
= Avg. # clock cycles per instruction

fk =  frequency of Type k instructions

CPU clock
cycles  

Definitions:  (native) MIPS = millions of instructions per second.  Different MIPS

∑
=

×=
N

k
kk CCPI

1

∑
=

×=
N

k
kk fCPICPI

1

Ck =  number of Type k instructions
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How do we make an 
instruction faster?

Execution of an instruction causes components of a computer to operate.

Which components should we speed up?
Is it possible to speed up?  How do we do it?
Are the costs worth it?
Will other parts of the computer slow down?

The operation of one component may be dependent on the results from 
another component.
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The critical path

Job A Job B Job B can start after Job A

Example  Task
Job A
5 days

Job B
3 days

2 days3 daysStart Finish

The Critical Path:  it’s the bottleneck path
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How Do You Measure Time?

Elapsed time
(response time, 
wall clock time)
Total time to 
complete program

CPU execution time
(CPU time)

User CPU time
Time spent on the program

System CPU time
Time spent in oper. sys. on behalf of 
programTime spent for 

IO and running other
programs

Definitions System performance = elapsed time on unloaded system
CPU performance = user CPU time
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What have we learned?

• Just touched computers
• Keep in mind computers are designed to do 

some task(s)
– Lots of right (and wrong) design solutions (most of 

the time)
– Design gets complicated since there are many 

things to consider
– Data is critical to design effectively.  Finding the 

right data is important.
– Interpreting/breaking-down performance is critical
– Design principles are very helpful


